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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
04/11/07  

THE GENERAL UPWARD BIAS IN PRICES REMAINS IN PLACE MORE 
GAINS AHEAD  
 
OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 4:00 AM: 
GOLD +1.60, SILVER +5.50, PLATINUM -0.60  
 
London Gold Fix $679.10 +2.25 LME COPPER STKS 175,500 tns -2,100 tons 
GOLD stks 7.455 ml oz +153,192 oz SILVER stks 126.4 ml oz +1,023 oz  
 
OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Sloppy action in world equity markets overnight apparently hasn't 
undermined the metals in the early going today. In fact, the metals markets in general weren't even concerned 
with a very sharp drop in Japanese machinery orders overnight. It should be noted that the copper market is into 
another sharp overnight rally, but that positive link could be set to lose some of its novelty. While some traders 
indicated that weakness in oil prices overnight prompted some of the overnight profit taking in gold and silver 
prices, the US metals markets will be presented with yet another critical weekly oil inventory report this morning 
and that could serve to restart the energy market rally and in turn provide some renewed support for the metals. 
The US economic report slate today is mostly empty but the metals trade and specifically the Dollar could be 
impacted by a pair of US Fed speeches and th release of the FOMC meeting mintues.  
 
GOLD 
GOLD MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: At least in the early going today it would seem like the sharp upward 
extension in copper prices is serving to promote additional gains in gold, but it is also possible that the "wave" of 
optimism toward all the metals (base and precious) is pulling buyers toward the market. Reports of surging Saudi 
gold demand for jewelry and investment (up 20% in the first quarter of 2007) is also probably supporting the gold 
market to higher levels this morning. With the headlines this morning also rife with positive commentary on 
"commodities" and one noted Financial guru even touting $100 crude oil prices again, it would seem like gold is 
set to get some inflationary and flight to quality type buying. It bears reiterating that the US Geological Service 
noted a decline in US gold production earlier this week, as there are fresh reports overnight of gold production 
problems in South Africa. In other words, supply seems to be contracting in the face of rising prices and firming 
demand and that would certainly seem to favor the bull camp. In fact, Gold Fields the world's 4th largest gold 
producer is now expected to see weak production into the 3rd and perhaps 4th quarters and that would seem to 
be a trend in the industry. In other potentially supportive news from Gold Fields the Press overnight was picking 
up rumors of possible take over attempt of Gold Fields and that might be a sign that the trade still sees many gold 
related assets as undervalued. While prices are showing early strength today, the June contract still remains 
below the prior session's peak. However, the market has maintained a pattern of higher lows and so far the 
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market is only partially concerned with the expanding spec and fund long positioning. As long as the big picture 
macro economic outlook is positive and equity prices are confirming good forward growth, we would expect the 
bulls to maintain control over prices. While the gold market hasn't been tightly correlated with the oil market, the 
oil market will get a critical weekly oil inventory report this morning and the markets will be looking directly at the 
direction of gasoline stocks for guidance. In short, the bulls have more ammunition than the bear camp and the 
odds of another new high for the move are good.  
 
SILVER  
SILVER MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: In additional to favorable outside market action in gold and copper this 
morning, the silver market is also seeing upbeat industrial silver demand predictions from London. Apparently 
Gold Fields Mineral Services has suggested that silver demand for consumer electronics is ramping up and that 
dialogue is simply given more attention in the wake of the extensive Press coverage of the copper price 
explosion. The silver market probably gets minimal support from the news that Mined US silver production in 
January declined by 1%, as the silver trade hasn't been that interested in the physical supply tally. In the near 
term, the silver market looks to follow the gold, platinum and copper markets and perhaps to a lesser degree the 
direction of world equity markets. Like the gold market, it is likely that the fund and spec long positioning in silver 
is building, but according to the last COT report readings, the spec long positioning in silver probably hasn't 
reached an extreme level off the action this week. As suggested already, the silver market looks to continue to 
follow other markets but it would seem like the bull camp will retain a measure of control over prices. Certainly the 
even number level of $14.00 is a critical level to hold into the close from a psychological perspective, but an even 
more critical support point for the trade might be the $13.91 level, which was the prior session's closing price. In 
our opinion, the May silver is destined to make the $14.00 level solid support and the market will eventually grind 
its way up to the $14.50 level.  

 
METALS TECHNICAL OUTLOOK: 
Note: Technical commentary is based solely on statistical indicators and does not necessarily correspond to any fundamental analysis that 
may appear elsewhere in this report. 
 
COMEX GOLD (JUN) 04/11/2007: Rising stochastics at overbought levels warrant some caution for bulls. The 
close above the 9-day moving average is a positive short-term indicator for trend. With the close over the 1st 
swing resistance number, the market is in a moderately positive position. The near-term upside target is at 688.5. 
The next area of resistance is around 684.4 and 688.5, while 1st support hits today at 678.6 and below there at 
676.9. 
 
COMEX SILVER (MAY) 04/11/2007: Rising stochastics at overbought levels warrant some caution for bulls. The 
close above the 9-day moving average is a positive short-term indicator for trend. With the close over the 1st 
swing resistance number, the market is in a moderately positive position. The near-term upside objective is at 
1411.8. The next area of resistance is around 1401.5 and 1411.8, while 1st support hits today at 1384.5 and 
below there at 1377.8. 
 
Futures and options trading involve substantial risk. The valuation of the futures and options may fluctuate, and as a result, clients may lose 
more than their original investment. In no event should the content of this website be construed as an express or implied promise, guarantee 
or implication by or from NSfutures Group or Fox Investments that you will profit or that losses can or will be limited in any manner 
whatsoever. Past results are no indication of future results. Information provided on this site is intended solely for informative purposes and is 
obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Information is in no way guaranteed. No guarantee of any kind is implied or possible where 
projections of future conditions are attempted. The organizations and links presented in this website are in no way affliated with NSfutures 
Group or Fox Investments. NSfutures Group or Fox Investments does not necessarily promote or endorse the services or publications 
described herein. NSfutures Group or Fox Investments has no role in the production or review of these products or services and makes no 
warranty, either expressed or implied, as to their contents, accuracy or performance.  
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